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Abstract—Secure cross-domain authorization and authentica-
tion (AA) enable application service providers (ASPs) to allow
users for resource access from different trusted domains. In this
paper, we propose a unified blockchain-assisted secure cross-
domain AA framework for smart city, which can guarantee
transparent cross-domain resource access while preserving user
privacy. In the framework, ASPs can flexibly delegate their au-
thentication capabilities to the blockchain, and users authorized
by different ASPs can be authenticated by the blockchain where
the authentication events are publicly audited and traced. Since
the blockchain is publicly accessible, users’ sensitive identity
attributes may be exposed during the authentication process.
To address privacy leakage caused by the authentication events,
several privacy-preserving techniques, including threshold-based
homomorphic encryption, zero-knowledge proof, and random
permutation, are exploited to hide users’ sensitive information on
the blockchain. Moreover, to improve user revocation efficiency,
we integrate a cryptographic accumulator and secure hash
functions into the framework where ASPs are allowed to revoke
their users through a global revocation contract. Our security
analysis shows that the proposed framework can achieve all
desirable security and privacy properties, and a proof-of-concept
prototype has been developed to demonstrate the correctness and
efficiency of the proposed framework.

Index Terms—Smart city applications, cross-domain authoriza-
tion and authentication, identity attribute privacy, decentralized
trust, blockchain.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the flourishing and advancement of ubiquitous sensing,
wireless networking, and artificial intelligence technologies,
the concept of smart city applications has been prevalent [1],
where a smart city serves as a service organization while
the citizens are considered to be the users of multiple smart
city applications. The smart city applications include but are
not limited to smart ehealthcare [2], location-aware services
[3], vehicle-to-everything applications [4], smart grid [5],
and mobile payment [6], which can provide a convenient,
intelligent, and comfortable life for local residents. With the
establishment of more smart city applications recently, the
collaboration among multiple application service providers
(ASPs) has become an inevitable trend for resources sharing
and data exchanges [7], [8], [9]. For example, a vehicle-to-
everything service such as navigation can collaborate with road
monitoring services to obtain real-time road information to
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arrange a fast route for its users to reduce the travelling delay.
Although the collaboration may bring advantages and benefits,
it also leads to severe security and privacy concerns [10].

Among all security and privacy issues, cross-domain autho-
rization and authentication (AA) are critical and have drawn
much attention. In general, a smart city application has its
own trusted domain and prevents all access from outside the
domain without specific authorization and authentication. Only
a user who has registered at the ASP can access its resources
or functionalities with permission. When multiple applications
work together to provide a joint service for users, the users
may expose sensitive identity information and other private
information to different ASPs during the authentication pro-
cess, which potentially violating users’ privacy requirements.
For instance, a user may have to reveal their detailed driver
license information issued by a transportation department to a
car renting company for renting a car, which can unnecessarily
expose their home addresses [11]. From another point of view,
cross-domain AA can require a significant communication
overhead among the ASPs when they run distributed protocols
to authenticate unregistered external users [12]. Considering
that multiple ASPs belonging to different trusted domains
need to authenticate an unregistered external user, they need
to communicate with each other in advance and make a
distributed agreement on the user’s identity attributes and
permissions, which requires large communication costs.

Many solutions rely on a blockchain platform to achieve
cross-domain AA in recent years, where ASPs from different
trusted domains can exchange authorization information, and
users can anonymously authenticate themselves to the ASPs
afterwards [13], [14], [15]. The blockchain is usually regarded
as an immutable and distributed ledger, and the ASPs be-
longing to different trusted domains can publish and store
their public identity information on the blockchain. When
receiving an external user’s authentication request, an ASP can
query the necessary information from the blockchain, such as
the public keys associated with the user’s identity credential,
and verify the identity’s validity. Under the circumstance,
the cross-domain authentication interactions between the user
and the ASPs are off-chain, which simplifies the design of a
privacy-preserving cross-domain authentication solution. On
one hand, these schemes need only to deal with privacy
leakage between users and ASPs [16], without considering the
effects caused by the blockchain. Therefore, these solutions
can employ attribute-based anonymous credential techniques
to achieve anonymous authentication in a straightforward way
[17]. On the other hand, since the cross-domain authentication
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interactions are not recorded on the blockchain, their solutions
lack transparency and accountability. Malicious and abnormal
cross-domain authentication events can be ignored, which may
lead to serious security vulnerabilities. As a result, the question
arises: Can we design a cross-domain AA framework based on
the blockchain that simultaneously achieves transparency and
privacy preservation?

There exist many challenges to design such a unified frame-
work. First, traditional attribute-based anonymous credential
techniques support only selective disclosure in terms of privacy
protection, and cannot be straightforwardly applied in the
framework. When cross-domain authentication is executed
on-chain, user identity attributes are exposed according to
the authentication policy, which is not desirable. Neither the
identity attributes of users nor the authentication policies of
ASPs should be exposed during the on-chain authentication
process. Second, the framework should be scalable and allow
different ASPs and users to freely join and leave the system.
At the same time, each ASP should be able to generate
arbitrary authentication policies without interacting with others
to improve communication efficiency. These functionalities
have not been achieved in one unified framework so far, to
the best of our knowledge. Third, conventional revocation
schemes enable each ASP to maintain its own revocation
list, which is not suitable for cross-domain AA scenarios. A
global revocation mechanism should be in place for various
applications to reduce the storage and query costs.

To meet the challenges, we introduce decentralized trust
in our proposed framework. The cross-domain authentication
interactions among different trusted domains are achieved
with the assistance of decentralized authorities, i.e., a com-
mittee including a bunch of identity committee members.
Each ASP can privately delegate its authentication capability
to the committee using smart contracts, and the committee
member can help verify whether an external user’s identity
credential matches the authentication policy set up by the ASP.
The automated smart contract can regularize the behavior of
committee members. When a member behaves maliciously, it
can be identified and removed from the committee. To fulfill
the security and privacy requirements, several cryptographic
building blocks are applied in the framework. Specifically,
we design a threshold-based partially homomorphic encryption
scheme with the zero-knowledge proof technique to hide the
user’s identity attributes and the authentication policy during
the on-chain authentication process. The hidden attributes are
linked to authorized identity credentials based on the random-
izable signature [18]. To improve the on-chain computational
efficiency, we propose a new algorithm that encodes arbitrary
authentication policies using dummy attributes. The algorithm
can significantly reduce the costs of matching authentication
policies, compared with the encoding method used in func-
tional encryption [19]. Moreover, our proposed framework
integrates a cryptographic accumulator (RSA accumulator)
and secure hash functions to realize the revocation function
through a global revocation contract. The revocation contract
ensures that an ASP can revoke only the identity credential
issued by itself but not identity credential issued by other
ASPs. Figure 1 illustrates the main difference between our
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Figure 1: Comparison between existing blockchain-based AA
frameworks and our proposed framework

framework and the existing blockchain-based AA frameworks
in terms of transparency and privacy preservation.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We propose a new unified secure cross-domain autho-

rization and authentication framework for smart city
applications based on the consortium blockchain. With
the assistance of a decentralized identity committee, the
proposed framework can achieve the transparency prop-
erty for cross-domain authentication by deploying authen-
tication contracts. The proposed framework is especially
suitable for resource-constraint devices. Since all heavy
authentication operations are outsourced to the decentral-
ized identity committee, the off-chain authentication is
lightweight and the cost is constant with respect to the
complexity of authentication policies;

• The proposed framework is scalable and flexible, and
supports many necessary functions, including convenient
identity management and revocation. These functions are
not fully achieved in existing authentication schemes, to
the best of our knowledge. Furthermore, the proposed
framework meets the security and privacy requirements
for the cross-domain framework, and an ideal vs. real
world simulation-based approach is utilized to prove its
security properties;

• We have developed a proof-of-concept prototype of the
proposed framework using Java language based on a con-
sortium blockchain, Hyperledger Fabric. All the proposed
protocols and algorithms are fully implemented based on
the MIRACL library. The experiment results demonstrate
the efficiency of the proposed on-chain and off-chain
solutions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, some related works are reviewed and compared
with our work. In Section III, we introduce the system model,
define the adversary model, and identify the design goals.
Then, we propose a secure and transparent cross-domain au-
thorization and authentication framework based on blockchain
in Section IV. Subsequently, security analysis and performance
evaluation are presented in Sections V and VI, respectively.
Finally, Section VII draws the conclusion of this work.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we discuss recent studies which aim to
achieve secure cross-domain authorization and authentication
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for smart city applications with privacy preservation.
Many AA solutions are proposed for single-domain smart

city applications to satisfy security and privacy requirements
[20], [21], [22]. Two common cryptographic primitives are
usually adopted: the attribute-based signature (ABS) scheme
and the attribute-based anonymous credential (ABAC) scheme
[23], [24]. These two cryptographic tools and their variants
are used not only for designing enterprise-level products but
also in privacy-preserving AA solutions [25], [26]. The ABS
scheme relies on one trusted identity issuer or multiple identity
issuers to generate a private key associated with a set of
identity attributes. A user can generate a unique signature
using the private key and attest to the fact that its attributes
satisfy some authentication policies [27], [28]. The ABAC
scheme allows a user to prove that it possesses some identity
attributes signed by one or multiple trusted identity issuers
anonymously through the zero-knowledge proof of knowledge.
Both techniques have their advantages and limitations, but they
cannot be straightforwardly employed to achieve cross-domain
AA.

To achieve secure cross-domain AA with privacy preserva-
tion, a recent new approach is to manage application domains
through a blockchain platform. The decentralized platform
can build trust among application domains via a distributed
ledger. Combining with the cryptographic building blocks as
mentioned, there exist blockchain-based secure cross-domain
AA schemes with different focuses. Liu et al. propose a decen-
tralized anonymous authentication scheme for space-ground
networking applications [29]. Identity issuers are organized
as a group on a blockchain platform during the authorization
process, and a threshold-based randomizable signature scheme
is presented. User identity attributes are signed by a group, and
can be recognized by any group member to achieve cross-
domain authentication. A similar cross-domain authentication
architecture is proposed where authentication servers of vari-
ous application domains can jointly authorize a user identity
to achieve cross-domain authentication [30]. However, the
above-mentioned two schemes cannot be applied to smart city
scenarios due to limited flexibility, namely, identity issuers
are not able to freely join or leave the system. Cheng et
al. propose a blockchain-based mutual authentication scheme
for collaborative edge computing services [14]. They use
certificateless cryptography and elliptic curve cryptography
to design a cross-domain authentication scheme where the
blockchain is maintained as a public distributed ledger to
store the global context among identity issuers. Although the
scheme is efficient in terms of computational performance, it
requires deploying an identity registration server that should be
semi-trusted to guarantee security requirements. To avoid any
trust in certificate-based solutions, a certificate transparency
system is introduced into the blockchain platform to achieve
cross-domain authentication, where any identity registration
and revocation operations can be traced on the blockchain to
eliminate a centralized trusted certificate management server
[31]. Different from certificate-based solutions, identity-based
signature (IBS) is another approach that can be integrated
with the blockchain platform. Based on the IBS, a secure
cross-domain AA scheme can manage and authenticate user

TABLE I: Comparison between existing cross-domain AA
schemes and our work

Reference [29] [30] [14] [31] [13] [32] [15] Our Work

Cross-domain AA ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Identity Privacy ! $ ! ! ! $ $ !

Multi-attribute Support ! $ $ $ $ $ ! !
Flexibility $ $ ! ! ! ! ! !

Non-interactivity ! ! ! $ ! ! $ !
Auth Transparency $ $ $ $ $ ! ! !

Revocation $ $ ! $ $ ! ! !

identity on the blockchain platform where public certificates
are represented using entities’ identities [13].

Beyond a distributed ledger, the blockchain platform can
be regarded as a distributed Turing machine to achieve se-
cure cross-domain authentication and offer the authentication
transparency property. Zhang et al. propose a secure cross-
domain authentication based on a blockchain platform where
an authentication contract is deployed to automatically verify
any user identity for independent application domains and
reduce the computational cost at the authentication server
[15]. Nevertheless, the privacy of the user identity is not
protected, i.e., any user authentication can be linked publicly,
which may not be suitable for application scenarios under
restricted privacy regulations. Ali et al. propose a decentralized
blockchain-assisted permission delegation framework [32]. In
this framework, identity issuers can issue permissions to users
through a local and global delegation policy smart contract,
and identity verifiers can read the on-chain delegation policy
to determine whether a user has permission to access their
resources. Similar to the scheme in [15], all authentication
behaviors are published on the blockchain, which may violate
the privacy protection demands.

To highlight the differences between the existing schemes
and our newly proposed solutions, we compare them in
Table. I in terms of seven objectives, including cross-domain
AA, identity privacy, multi-attribute support, flexibility, non-
interactivity, authentication transparency, and revocation (De-
tailed description of these objectives is given in Section III).
These objectives are essential in achieving practical secure
cross-domain authentication for smart city applications and
our work achieves all of them. Notice that existing identity
privacy has different definitions: pseudonymity is sufficient in
some definitions, while selective disclosure of attributes should
be achieved in others. However, in our proposed framework,
neither pseudonymity nor selective disclosure is sufficient.
A more rigorous privacy definition is necessary, since we
consider a unified framework where all authentication interac-
tions are transparent and can be audited. Not only should the
user attributes be protected, but also the authentication policy
should be hidden from a user if the user identity credential
does not match the policy.

III. MODELS AND DESIGN GOALS

In this section, we define the system model of identity
management, authorization, and authentication for smart city
applications, and identify the adversarial model and the design
goals.
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A. System Model

As shown in Figure 2, the system under consideration
mainly consists of five types of entities, namely decentralized
identity committee members, identity issuers, identity holders,
identity verifiers, and an identity auditor:

Identity Issuers (Services)

Identity Holders (Users) Identity Verifiers
(Applications)

Identity Auditor (Services)

Blockchain Platform

Identity Committee
(Multiple Identity Committee Members)

Public Ledger

Smart Contract

User Identity 
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Figure 2: The system model

• Identity committee members (ICMs) are organized to be
one identity committee that is responsible for constructing
a consortium blockchain platform where other entities
can send transactions and publish smart contracts as dis-
tributed computer programs. The major functionality of
this permissioned blockchain is to assist the cross-domain
identity management and the transparent authentication
for diverse smart city applications. Such applications
need to work together to be functional, e.g., achiev-
ing non-interactive cross-domain authentication, storing
the context of identity authentication information, and
maintaining detailed logs for future identity auditing. In
reality, they are cloud servers controlled by independent
authorities;

• Identity issuers (IIs) are publicly-recognized companies
or organizations that can authorize identity holders by
issuing identity credentials. An identity credential can be
viewed as a collection of identity attributes that distin-
guish an identity holder from other entities. For various
applications including ehealthcare and V2X services,
there may exist multiple identity issuers that belong to
a large number of application domains;

• Identity holders (IHs) can be viewed as users1 who
apply for identity credentials to meet authentication re-
quirements. The holders’ backgrounds need to be verified
by identity issuers before receiving the corresponding
identity credentials who need to store these identity
credentials locally in their credential databases, e.g., their
personal smartphones. By showing the identity creden-
tial in a privacy-preserving way, an identity holder can
achieve on/off-chain identity authentication by interacting
with the blockchain and identity verifiers;

• Identity verifiers (IV s) are application service providers
whose goal is to verify the identity of an identity holder,
in order to determine whether the identity satisfies a pre-
defined authentication policy. Each authentication policy

1The terms “identity holder” and “user” are interchangeable for easy
understanding in this paper.

is written into a smart contract in a privacy-preserving
manner and is uploaded to the blockchain platform. It
is worth noting that an identity verifier can be the same
entity as an identity issuer or a different entity;

• Identity auditor (IA) is controlled by a trusted regulatory
department following the data protection regulation law.
It does not participate in the authentication process but is
deployed in the system to trace each authentication event
and the real identity of the identity holder with the help
of identity issuers and identity committee members.

B. Adversarial Model

We consider a static malicious adversarial model in the
system. The majority of identity committee members are
honest, while others can be compromised. The malicious
external adversaries, identity issuers, identity holders, identity
verifiers may also exist and collude with each other, who can
arbitrarily behave to break the system in the following attacks:
• Privacy attack - The adversaries aim to break the iden-

tity privacy guarantees. They can perform arbitrarily to
compromise the identity information, including identity
attributes of an honest identity holder, and identify the
identity holder during the authentication interactions;

• Forgery attack - The adversaries aim to forge their iden-
tity credentials and pretend to be a valid identity holder to
pass the identity authentication. If a valid identity holder
already exists and can be forged, the forgery attack is a
special impersonation attack;

• Replay attack - The adversaries aim to replay an existing
authentication interaction to pass the identity authentica-
tion;

• Repudiation attack - The adversaries aim to deny an ex-
isting authentication interaction with an identity verifier.

To capture these malicious attacks in a unified model,
ideal/real world is defined, and a simulation-based proof [33]
is given in the security analysis to prove that these attacks can
be prevented, and the security properties are guaranteed. It
is assumed that the identity auditor is a trusted entity since
it should be able to trace the real identity of any identity
holder if necessary. Under such an assumption, the security
can be further extended by substituting one identity auditor
with decentralized identity auditors [34]. Other attacks such
as denial of service attacks are not considered here.

C. Design Goals

Based on the system model and adversarial model, we aim
to achieve the following design goals:
• Cross-domain AA - Identity verifiers can easily verify

any identity holder’s attributes that authorized by different
identity issuers;

• Flexible identity management - Identity issuers, holders,
and verifiers are free to join and leave the system without
communicating with other entities;

• Non-interactivity - For identity authentication, arbitrary
authentication policies can be set by an identity verifier,
i.e., the identity verifier can generate an authentication
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policy that contains identity attributes managed by dif-
ferent identity issuers without interacting with them;

• Authentication transparency - All authentication events
and interactions are transparent and can be traced if
necessary;

• Easy revocation - In case that some identity credentials
are not available, any issued identity credential should be
allowed to be revoked efficiently by its issuer;

• Security and privacy - The system should follow the gen-
eral privacy protection regulation and resist the malicious
attacks defined in the adversarial model;

• Low verification cost - The verification cost is relatively
low at the side of identity verifiers, and the computational
cost should be acceptable in terms of on-chain operations.

IV. PROPOSED TRANSPARENT CROSS-DOMAIN
AUTHORIZATION AND AUTHENTICATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we propose a new blockchain-assisted trans-
parent cross-domain authorization and authentication frame-
work, which consists of seven stages: 1) system setup, 2)
service entity registration, 3) user registration and credential
authorization, 4) authentication policy generation and contract
deployment, 5) on/off-chain authentication, 6) identity audit-
ing, and 7) credential revocation.

A. Main Ideas

We give an overview of the proposed framework, discuss
the main ideas, and highlight the novelty of the proposed
framework before diving into details. In existing blockchain-
based cross-domain identity management [35], authorization,
and authentication frameworks, blockchain is utilized as a pub-
lic distributed ledger to store the identity issuers’ decentralized
identifiers (a.k.a public keys), while authentication interactions
between identity holders and identity verifiers are totally off-
chain. In contrast, the proposed framework allows an identity
verifier to delegate most of the authentication procedures to
the blockchain through a well-designed authentication smart
contract that encodes any kind of authentication policy. By
doing so, any authentication request triggered by an identity
holder is transparent and can be authenticated on-chain without
the participation of identity verifiers. The security of the au-
thentication contract is determined by the decentralized trust of
identity committee members. Since most of the authentication
procedures are outsourced to the blockchain, the computational
efficiency can be significantly improved for identity verifiers.
In the meantime, the authentication contract supports identity
auditing, and an additional revocation contract is deployed to
achieve flexible and easy credential revocation for invalid iden-
tity credentials. However, the transparency is a double-edged
sword due to privacy concerns of authentication information,
which is an inevitable challenge.

To achieve both transparency and privacy preservation,
the proposed framework relies on new authorization and
authentication protocols, which are an extension and hybrid
of cryptographic primitives including randomizable signa-
ture, threshold-based partial homomorphic encryption, zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge, and RSA accumulator. The

randomizable signature can be used for constructing a privacy-
preserving identity registration and credential insurance pro-
tocol in our proposed framework. Due to the unforgeability
property of the randomizable signature, users’ identity creden-
tials are also unforgeable, which fulfills our security require-
ments. The threshold-based partial homomorphic encryption
is for hiding the identity attributes during the on-chain and
off-chain authentication interactions in a distributed setting.
Since the threshold cryptosystem also has the homomorphic
property, users’ attributes and services’ authentication policies
can be encrypted and matched in ciphertext to guarantee
our privacy requirement during the authentication. The zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge can help link the randomizable
signature to the encrypted identity attributes. With the zero-
knowledge proof, users cannot cheat in the authentication
process to claim some identity attributes that do not belong
to them, even though the attributes are hidden. By integrating
the RSA accumulator with the zero-knowledge proof, the
proposed framework can additionally achieve flexible identity
revocation. Revoked identity credentials can be accumulated
into a revocation list by the identity issuers, and users can use
the zero-knowledge proof to prove that they are not revoked
by proving their credentials do not exist in the revocation
list. Moreover, to further improve the efficiency of on/off-
chain authentication, we propose a dummy-attribute-based
authentication policy encoding method for on/off-chain au-
thentication. Compared with the conventional policy encoding
method [19], the computational cost of the proposed method
remains almost constant regardless of the number of encoded
credential attributes.

B. Detailed Construction
System Setup: In this stage, security parameters are gen-

erated by identity committee members, and a consortium
blockchain is established.

Specifically, given a security parameter, τ , bilinear group
parameters pp = (p,G1,G2,GT , e, g, g1, g2) are generated,
where p is a large safe prime whose length is τ and is the
order of three multiplicative cyclic groups G1, G2 and GT ,
e : G1 × G2 → GT is a type-III asymmetric bilinear map, g
and g1 are two distinct generators of G1, and g2 is a generator
of G2.

Supposing that there exist N identity committee members
{ICM1, ICM2, ..., ICMN } who run a secure distributed key
generation protocol in a synchronous setting to generate a
shared public key spk = gs1 [36]. Each committee member’s
private key ski ∈ Z∗p satisfies a polynomial ski = f(i) =

s + ΣT−1
j=1 coffj · (i)j mod p. Here, coffj is randomly chosen

by decentralized committee members, and T indicates the
security level of decentralized trust. Each committee member,
ICMi, also publishes and proves the auxiliary information,
auxi = gski . Furthermore, these committee members run a
distributed RSA key generation protocol to generate an RSA
group (N̂ , ĝ, ĥ) [37]. In public RSA parameters (N̂ , ĝ, ĥ),
N̂ = p̂q̂ is the RSA modulus and p̂ and q̂ are large safe primes;
N̂ ’s bit length τ̂ determines the security level of the RSA
group; ĝ ∈ QRN̂ and ĥ ∈ QRN̂ are two distinct generators
of Z∗

N̂
.
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These committee members construct a consortium
blockchain platform, e.g., Hyperledger Fabric [38], and they
do not fully trust each other but a majority of them are believed
to be honest. Let H , H1, and H2 be three cryptographic hash
functions, each satisfying H : {0, 1}∗ → Primes(2l−1, 2l),
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1, and H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G2, with l
being the bit length of the prime number. Finally, bilinear
group parameters pp, RSA public parameters (N̂ , ê, ĝ, ĥ),
shared public key spk, hash functions (H,H1, H2), auxiliary
information (i, ICMi, auxi) of each identity committee
member, and two additional security parameters τ1 and τ2
are written into the genesis block of the blockchain platform.
Security parameters τ1 and τ2 are the statistical zero-
knowledge and soundness security parameters respectively
of the proposed zero-knowledge proof protocols. Note that
τ − 1 > l and τ − 1 > τ1 + τ2 should be satisfied for the
security requirements.

Service Entity Registration: In this stage, identity issuers,
identity verifiers, and the identity auditor can register them-
selves on the blockchain as valid service entities. For exam-
ple, identity issuers can be government departments such as
traffic administration bureau, and verifiers can be application
companies. In some cases, the identity issuers can also be the
identity verifiers, e.g., a bank service provider can be either
an identity issuer or a verifier. We omit the details of on-
chain entity registration since the registration is simple and
straightforward. Each entity only needs to publish a public key
as its public address, and keeps a private key for generating
its signature on any transaction data.

Identity issuers and the identity auditor also need to publish
their decentralized identifiers to the blockchain since they
have to be identified by users according to their services.
Each identity issuer, IIi ∈ {II1, II2, ...}, reads the public
parameters in the genesis block of the blockchain, and chooses
Ki + 3 random numbers (xi, yi0, yi1, ..., yiKi

, zi) ∈ ZKi+3
p ,

where Ki is the maximum number of identity attribute cat-
egories that IIi wants to authorize, and may be different
for identity issuers. Each attribute belongs to an attribute
category, e.g., an address is an attribute category while people
have various addresses. The issuer then generates public and
private key pairs (pk′i, sk

′
i), where pk′i = (Yi0 = gyi01 , Yi1 =

gyi11 , ..., YiKi
= g

yiKi
1 , Zi = gzi1 , X

′
i = gxi

2 , Y
′
i0 = gyi02 , Y ′i1 =

gyi12 , ..., Y ′iKi
= g

yiKi
2 , Z ′i = gzi2 ) and sk′i = Xi = gxi

1 . Public
key pk′i is published as a decentralized identifier (DID) to the
blockchain’s public ledger and non-interactive zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge πIIi is published correspondingly:

πIIi ←ZkPoK{(xi, yi0, yi1, ..., yiKi
, zi) : Yi0 = gyi01 ,

Yi1 = gyi11 , ..., YiKi = g
yiKi
1 , Zi = gzi1 , X

′
i = gxi

2 ,

Y ′i0 = gyi02 , Y ′i1 = gyi12 , ..., Y ′iKi
= g

yiKi
2 , Z ′i = gzi2 }.

The identity auditor generates public/private key pair p̃k =
gz and s̃k = z ∈ Z∗p which is chosen randomly. The auditor
publishes public key p̃k to the blockchain’s public ledger as a
DID and non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge
πIA is also published correspondingly:

πIA ← ZkPoK{(z) : p̃k = gz}.

These entities are free to leave the system by broadcasting
that they are not available in the blockchain platform.

User Registration and Credential Authorization: In this
stage, an identity holder, i.e, a user, can register at the
identity issuer, IIi, who can generate a corresponding identity
credential for the identity holder. Before sending the regis-
tration request, the identity holder needs to pass an identity
background check and can create only one valid identity
credential. The proof of identity uniqueness can be achieved
in a privacy-preserving way according to a recent work [39] or
in a plaintext format, e.g., a unique social insurance number.
If duplicated identities are found or the background check is
not approved, the registration halts.

The identity holder then chooses a random number, ti ∈
Z∗p , picks a unique serial number ui ∈ Z∗p , and computes a
commitment as Comi = gti1 Y

ui
i0

∏Ki

j=1 Y
aij
ij . Identity attributes

of the holder, attrsi = (ai1, ai2, ..., aiKi
), can be set to 0 in

case that the attribute does not belong to the holder. Next, the
holder sends (Comi, attrsi, πComi) to the issuer, where πComi

is a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge as
follows. This proof is to prove that valid attributes are correctly
embedded into the authorization request:

πComi ←ZkPoK{(ti, ui) : Comi = gti1 Y
ui
i0

Ki∏
j=1

Y
aij
ij }.

The issuer verifies attributes attri and proof πComi . If
the proof is not valid or the attributes do not match the
background of the issuer, the issuer returns with errors and
the registration halts. Otherwise, the issuer generates a unique
identifier UIDi = H(pk′i||ts||ind) for the holder where ts
is the current timestamp and ind is the index of registered
users, chooses a random number vi, calculates σ′i = (σ′i1 =
gvi1 , σ

′
i2 = (Xi · Comi · ZUIDi

i )vi), and returns (σ′i, UIDi) to
the holder. The identity issuer also stores RIDi = gUIDi

into its local database. The holder unblinds σ′i to obtain
σi = (σi1 = gvi1 , σi2 =

σ′i2
σ
ti
i1

), and checks whether the
following equation holds:

e(σi1, X
′
i) · e(σi1, Y ′i0)ui ·

Ki∏
j=1

e(σi1, Y
′
ij)

aij

· e(σi1, Z ′i)UIDi = e(σi2, g2).

If the equation holds, the identity holder stores the
identity credential authorized by IIi as Credi =
(ui, UIDi, attrsi, σi) locally in its credential database. This
identity credential is a variant of a randomizable signature to
ensure that the credential cannot be forged by malicious users.

Authentication Policy Generation and Contract Deploy-
ment: In this stage, an identity verifier generates authentica-
tion policies and deploys corresponding authentication smart
contracts to the blockchain. An identity verifier may need
to authenticate different identity attributes (A11, A21, ...) that
satisfy authentication policy P = (A11∧A21)∨A31∧...) where
the relationship can be logic OR or AND. Here, (A11, A21, ...)
may belong to various identity attribute categories ATTRs =
(Λ1,Λ2, ...), i.e., A11 ∈ Λ1, A21 ∈ Λ2.
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𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑠 = (Λ!, Λ", Λ#)

Attribute Categories Λ 1 Λ 2 Λ3
Attribute#1 𝐴11 𝐴21 𝐴31
Attribute#2 𝐴12 𝐴22 N/A

Dummy Attribute 𝜌1 𝜌2 𝜌3

Original Authentication Policy: 𝑃 = 𝐴!!⋀(𝐴"!⋁𝐴""⋁𝐴#!)

Published Attribute Categories in Contract:

Encoding

Attribute Categories (Λ1, Λ2, Λ3)

Policy#1 𝑃1 = (𝐴11, 𝐴21, 𝜌3)

Policy#2 𝑃2 = (𝐴11, 𝐴22, 𝜌3)

Policy#3 𝑃3 = (𝐴11, 𝜌2, 𝐴31)

Policy#4 𝑃4 = (𝐴11, 𝐴21, 𝐴31)

Policy#5 𝑃5 = (𝐴11, 𝐴22, 𝐴31)

Attribute Categories (Λ1, Λ2, Λ3)

Encrypted Policy#1 𝐸𝑛𝑐 𝑃1 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐(𝐴11 + 𝐴21 + 𝜌3)

Encrypted Policy#2 𝐸𝑛𝑐 𝑃2 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐(𝐴11 + 𝐴22 + 𝜌3)

Encrypted Policy#3 𝐸𝑛𝑐 𝑃3 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐(𝐴11 + 𝜌2 + 𝐴31)

Encrypted Policy#4 𝐸𝑛𝑐 𝑃4 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐(𝐴11 + 𝐴21 + 𝐴31)

Encrypted Policy#5 𝐸𝑛𝑐 𝑃5 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐(𝐴11 + 𝐴22 + 𝐴31)

Authentication Policy List Hidden Authentication Policy

Encryption Outsourcing

Authentication 
contract

Figure 3: Outsourced authentication policy generation with dummy attributes

Algorithm 1 Check(Shares[aid], Req[aid])

Input: shared secret Shares[aid] and authentication request
Req[aid];

Output: authentication result Rst;
1: Rst = false;
2: extract V = (V ′1 , V

′
2 , ..., V

′
K′) from Req[aid];

3: for k = 1 to K ′ do
4: Tk = e(V ′k1, H2(spk||ts));
5: extract Tik from Shares[aid] for i = 1 to T ;
6: ζi =

∏T
j=1,j 6=i

j
j−i

7: if
∏T
i=1(Tik)ζi == Tk then

8: Rst = true;
9: break;

10: end if
11: end for
12: Output Rst;

Authentication Policy Generation: In the framework, an
authentication policy, P , is encoded into an authentication
policy list with dummy attributes (P1, P2, ..., PK′), as shown
in Figure 3. Each attribute category, Λj , is assigned with
dummy attribute ρj , which can be authorized to everyone who
requests the attribute. By doing so, even if an identity holder
without a valid attribute that belongs to Λj can generate a
valid authentication request which is indistinguishable from
the holder with a valid attribute. In the meantime, the dummy
attribute does not affect the correctness of an authentication
interaction. To reduce storage cost of the authentication policy
and ensure confidentiality of the authentication policy, the
policies are aggregated and encrypted based on a variant of
Elgamal encryption algorithm to create a hidden authentication
policy. Concretely, the verifier first needs to compute an
encrypted base, B, for the authentication policy. The encrypted
base can be used by any identity holder to generate encrypted
identity attributes according to the authentication policy (how
an identity holder uses B to generate encrypted identity
attributes is given in Algorithm 2, step-7). That is, the verifier
picks two random numbers β ∈ Z∗p and γ ∈ Z∗p , and calculates
B = (B0, B1) = (gβ1 , spk

β · gγ1 ).
Then, to encrypt a policy, Pk = (A11, A21, ...) for k =

1, 2, ...,K ′, in the authentication policy list, the identity veri-
fier aggregates the policy as Ξk =

∑
A∈Pk

A, chooses random
numbers ηk ∈ Z∗p and encrypts authentication policy Pk as

Ck = Enc(Pk) = Enc(Ξk) = (Ck0, Ck1)

= (BΞk
0 · g

ηk
1 , BΞk

1 · spkηk) = (gαk
1 , spkαk · gγΞk

1 ).

The verifier proves that the ciphertext is correctly formed by
providing the following non-interactive zero-knowledge proof
of knowledge πB . The proof is to prevent a malicious verifier
from extracting the identity attributes of a user if their identity
attributes do not match the authentication policy:

πB ←ZkPoK{(β, γ, η1, η2, ..., ηK′ ,Ξ1,Ξ2, ...,ΞK′) :

B0 = gβ1 ∧B1 = spkβ · gγ1∧
{Ck0 = BΞk

0 · g
ηk
1 }K

′

k=1 ∧ {Ck1 = BΞk
1 · spkηk}K

′

k=1}.

Encrypted base B, its proof πB , and encrypted authenti-
cation policies Ck for k = 1, 2, ...,K ′, are stored as C =
(C1, C2, ..., CK′).

Authentication Contract Deployment: The pseudocode of
the authentication contract is given in Contract 1, which
involves six functions: Init, Auth, Vote, Query, Record, and
Audit. Each function, except function Init, can be triggered
after accepting a transaction with/without parameters. By trig-
gering function Init when deploying the contract, the verifier
can set T identity committee members for cross-domain au-
thentication, set the attribute categories ATTRs, and initialize
some variables and parameters params, including bilinear
parameters pp, public key spk, and auditing public key p̃k, and
hidden authentication policy C, encrypted base B, and proof of
the authentication policy πB . Function Auth can be triggered
by a transaction sent from an identity holder. The transaction
consists of authentication identifier aid, randomized identity
credential σ, encrypted authentication request auth, traceable
identifier ID, non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowl-
edge πauth, and off-chain short-term authentication token ∆.
Function Vote is triggered by transactions sent by identity
committee members to vote for a final authentication result.
The transaction consists of aid and the index of identity
committee member i, secret share ssi, non-interactive zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge πssi , and tag information tag
indicating whether the authentication request is acceptable or
not. In this function, ZkVerifyrec is a verification algorithm
that verifies the validity of πssi and Check is an authentication
result finalizing algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1. Function
Query can be triggered publicly for querying the authentication
result, and function Record can be triggered by the identity
verifier for recording local off-chain authentication and access
attempts for the purpose of auditing. When recording the
attempts, timestamp ts and information info related to the
description of accessed resources and permissions should be
stored. Function Audit can be triggered by the identity auditor
to trace the real identity of the user by sending a transaction
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Init: Set ICMs := {ICM1, ICM2, ..., ICMT };
Set ATTRs := (Λ1,Λ2, ..., )

Set params := {pp, spk, p̃k,C, B, πB};
Set Rec = {}, Num := {}, and State := {};
Set TmpCreds := {} and V otes := {};
Set Req := {} and Rsp := {};
Set IDs = {}, Shares := {}, and Rst := {};

Auth: Upon receiving from IH(aid, σ, auth, ID, πauth,∆)
Assert 0 = State[aid];
Req[aid] := auth;
IDs[aid] := ID;
TmpCreds[aid] := ∆;
Num[aid] := 0;
Rst[aid] := false;
State[aid] := 1;
V otes[aid] = 1;

Vote: Upon receiving from ICMi(aid, i, ssi, πssi , tag)
Assert 1 = State[aid];
If T = Num[aid] and 1 = V otes[aid] then
Rst[aid] := Check(Shares[aid], Req[aid]);
State[aid] := 2;

Else
Assert 0 = ICMi[aid].Submit();
If tag == 1 then

Assert 1 = ZkVerifyrec(auxi, ssi, πssi);
Num[aid] := Num[aid] + 1;
Shares[aid][i] := ssi;

Else
V otes[aid] = 0;

Query: Upon receiving from IH, ICMi, IV (aid)
Assert State[aid] = 2;
return (Rst[aid], TmpCreds[aid]);

Record: Upon receiving from IV (aid, ts, info)
Assert 2 = State[aid];
Rec[aid].push(aid, ts, info);

Audit: Upon receiving from IA(aid)
Assert 2 = State[aid];
return IDs[aid];

Contract 1: Pseudocode of the authentication contract

including authentication identifier aid. If an authentication
exists, encrypted identifier, IDs[aid], will be returned.

After the contract is successfully uploaded to the blockchain
platform, the identity committee members need to monitor the
authentication contract such that they can respond to the on-
chain authentication in the next phase. Namely, they should be
able to track the changing states of an on-chain authentication
request, and participate in the on-chain authentication interac-
tions through a monitoring service deployed in their servers.

On/off-chain Authentication: The on/off-chain identity
authentication stage includes three sub-phases: In sub-phase-1,
an identity holder anonymously authenticates itself through a
web/mobile application to access the permissioned blockchain;
in sub-phase-2, the holder locates the authentication contract
at the blockchain and achieves on-chain authentication through
communicating with the blockchain; and in sub-phase-3, the
holder achieves off-chain authentication with the identity
verifier. Sub-phase-1 and sub-phase-2 are pre-authentication
phases which do not need to be real-time, and sub-phase-3
is a real-time off-chain authentication interaction between the
user and the identity verifier in order to access some particular
resources. The identity holder can execute sub-phase-1 and

sub-phase-2 in advance and later run sub-phase-3. Considering
that identity holders want to authenticate themselves to an
identity verifier, they just execute sub-phase-3 in real time
to significantly reduce the authentication delay caused by
complex zero-knowledge proofs on identity attributes. Figure 4
shows the three sub-phases and main procedure of the on/off-
chain authentication.

In sub-phase-1, identity holders achieve anonymous au-
thentication by proving that they possess one valid identity
credential issued by a registered identity issuer. After the
authentication is passed, the holder can access the blockchain
through a web client or mobile client published by the com-
mittee. Specifically, for identity credential Credi, the holder
chooses two random numbers vi ∈ Z∗p and ti ∈ Z∗p , and
randomizes σi as:

σ′i = (σ′i1, σ
′
i2) = (σvii1 , (σi2 · σ

ti
i1)vi).

The holder then generates non-interactive zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge πσ , and sends (σ′i, πσ) to an identity
committee member:

πσ ←ZkPoK{(ui, ai1, ai2, ..., aiKi , UIDi, ti) :

e(σ′i1, X
′
i) · e(σ′i1, Y ′i0)ui ·

Ki∏
j=1

e(σ′i1, Y
′
ij)

aij

· e(σ′i1, Z ′i)UIDi · e(σ′i1, g2)ti = e(σ′i2, g2)}.
The identity committee member verifies proof πσ . If the

proof is valid, it means that the client user is a valid identity
holder; thus the committee member allows the holder to
access the blockchain. Otherwise, it rejects the access request.
For example, the web/mobile client published by the identity
committee can be regarded as an interface between an identity
holder and the blockchain. The purpose of the interface is to
hide the holder’s on-chain identity, as all transactions sent from
the user is actually signed by the identity committee member.

In sub-phase-2, after locating the authentication contract
published by a particular identity verifier (i.e., an application),
the identity holder can achieve on-chain authentication. For
illustration purposes, a simple case is considered here. The
identity holder possesses only one identity credential, Credi,
from identity issuer IIi.

The on-chain authentication protocol does not need partici-
pation of the identity verifier, and the identity holder needs to
interact with only the blockchain platform. The identity holder
executes Algorithm 2 to generate (aid, σ, auth, ID, πauth,∆)
and sends transaction (aid, σ, auth, ID, πauth,∆) to trigger
function Auth in the authentication contract. In step-2 of the
algorithm, σi is randomized such that the holder’s identity cre-
dential, Credi, cannot be linked to preserve anonymity prop-
erty; in step-3, the holder downloads revocation information
RL and Q that are utilized in step-18 and step-21 to prove it
is not revoked; attr′i, Wi, C′, and V in step-7, step-9, step-11,
and step-12 are intermediate results for generating ciphertext
of final matching results V′; attr′i = (Ui1, Ui2, ..., UiKi

) is the
ciphertext of the holder’s identity attributes, where

Uij = (Uij0, Uij1) = (B
εaij
0 · grj1 , B

εaij
1 · spkrj )

= (g
βεaij+rj
1 , g

εγaij
1 spkεβaij+rj );
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Web/Client Interface

Authentication 
Contract

Revocation 
Contract

Blockchain Platform

Identity Holder Identity Verifier

Pre-authentication

Identity 
Committee

Identity 
Committee

On-chain Authentication

Off-chain Authentication

Monitor Monitor
Vote Vote

Sub-phase-1

Sub-phase-2

Sub-phase-3

Query Authentication 
Result

Identity 
Issuers

Identity 
Issuers

Identity Verifier

Identity Verifier

Identity Verifier
……

Authorize Authentication Contract Upload

Figure 4: The three sub-phases for on/off-chain authentication

πauth ←ZkPoK{(ui, ai1, ..., aiKi , ε, r1, ..., rKi , θ1, θ2, ..., θK′ , UIDi, r, r̂, ti, r̃, D, ω) :

ID1 = gr̃ ∧ ID2 = gUIDi p̃k
r̃
∧ {Vk = (Vk0, Vk1) = (Wi0 · C ′k0,Wi1 · C ′k1)}K

′

k=1∧

e(σ′i1, X
′
i) · e(σ′i1, Y ′i0)ui ·

Ki∏
j=1

e(σ′i1, Y
′
ij)

aij · e(σ′i1, Z ′i)UIDi · e(σ′i1, g)ti = e(σ′i2, g2) ∧ ε 6= 0∧

{Uij = (Uij0, Uij1) = (B
εaij
0 · grj1 , B

εaij
1 · spkrj )}Ki

j=1 ∧ {C
′
k = (C ′k0, C

′
k1) = (C−εk0 , C

−ε
k1 )}K

′

k=1∧
{V ′k = (V ′k0, V

′
k0) = (Ψ(Vk0 · gθk1 ), Ψ(Vk1 · spkθk)}K

′

k=1∧
DUIDiQω = ĝ ∧ |e| < 2τ1+τ2+l+2 ∧ Com = gUIDihr ∧ Com′ = ĝUIDi ĥr̂ ∧ UIDi ∈ [2l−1, 2l]}.

Formula 1: Proof of the on-chain authentication request

Wi is the aggregated result of attr′i by aggregating Uij from
j = 1 to Ki where

Wi = (Wi0,Wi1) = (

Ki∏
j=1

Uij0,

Ki∏
j=1

Uij1)

= (g

Ki∑
j=1

(βεaij+rj)

1 , g
εγ

Ki∑
j=1

aij

1 spk

Ki∑
j=1

(εβaij+rj)

);

C′ is re-randomized and encrypted authentication policy, the
re-randomization operation is to ensure that it contains same
randomness ε as Wi, where

C ′k = (C ′k0, C
′
k1) = (C−εk0 , C

−ε
k1 ) = (g−εαk

1 , spk−εαk · g−εγΞk

1 ).

According to the homomorphic property, encrypted identity
attributes and authentication policies can be matched without
decryption as V, where

Vk0 = g
∑Ki

j=1(βεaij+rj)−εαk

1 ;

Vk1 = g
εγ

∑Ki
j=1 aij−εγΞk

1 spk
∑Ki

j=1(εβaij+rj)−εαk .

There are total K ′ matching results. If the holder’s identity
attributes match the authentication policy in the ciphertext
format, at least one corresponding matching result (plaintext)
is 0, i.e., εγ

∑Ki

j=1 aij − εγΞk = 0 (the plaintext corre-
sponding to ciphertext Vk is g0

1 = 1G1 ); however, if V is
straightforwardly uploaded to the blockchain platform, the
authentication event reveals the user’s authentication pattern,
i.e., which authentication policy matches the user’s attributes.
Malicious adversaries may count the number of times each

authentication policy is matched and accordingly infer more
private information from the statistics based on some back-
ground information. Hence, we apply the permutation and
randomization algorithm to shuffle the ciphertext such that the
identity committee members cannot know the authentication
pattern in step-15, and obtain the final encrypted matching
result V′ = (V ′1 , V

′
2 , ..., V

′
K′) using randomness θk as

V ′k = (V ′k0, V
′
k1) = (Ψ(Vk0 · gθk1 ), Ψ(Vk1 · spkθk)).

Step-16, step-17, step-18, and step-20 generate some inter-
mediate results based on the RSA accumulator scheme; step-
21 generates a composite zero-knowledge proof which shows
that the authentication request, auth, is correctly formed, as
shown in Formula 1. The proof verifies five claims of the
holder: 1) the holder owns a valid identity credential, Credi,
and attributes, attri, that are issued by valid identity issuers;
2) the credential is not revoked by valid identity issuers; 3) the
attributes are embedded into Elgamal ciphertext, attr′i; 4) the
matching algorithm that matches the holder’s attributes with
the verifier’s authentication policy is correctly performed in
ciphertext, i.e., C′, V′ and intermediate results are correctly
generated; and 5) the real identity of the holder can be traced
by the identity auditor. Due to the zero-knowledge property
provided by the zero-knowledge proof, the holder can prove
the claims without sacrificing the privacy; step-22 generates
short-term off-chain access token ∆ for off-chain access.

Since each identity committee member monitors the status
of the authentication contract, after function Auth is triggered
by the identity holder and the transaction is confirmed, com-
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Algorithm 2 On-chain Authentication Request Generation

Input: credential Credi and identity attributes attri;
Output: on-chain authentication request

(aid, σ, auth, ID, πauth,∆);
1: choosing unique authentication identifier aid← {0, 1}128;
2: choosing vi ∈ Z∗p and ti ∈ Z∗p , randomizing σi as σ′i,

similar to the computations in sub-phase-1, and σ = σ′i;
3: downloading B and C from the authentication contract;
4: downloading revocation list RL =

(UID′1, UID
′
2, ..., UIDK) and accumulator

Q = ĝ
∏

UID′∈RL UID
′

from the revocation contract;
5: choosing ε ∈ Z∗p ;
6: for j = 1 to Ki do
7: encrypting attri = (ai1, ai2, ..., aiKi) as attr′i =

(Ui1, Ui2, ..., UiKi) using ε;
8: end for
9: aggregating attr′i to obtain Wi = (Wi0,Wi1);

10: for k = 1 to K ′ do
11: randomizing C as C′ = (C ′1, C

′
2, ..., C

′
K′) using ε;

12: calculating Vk = (Vk0, Vk1) = (Wi0 · C ′k0,Wi1 · C ′k1);
13: choosing θk ∈ Z∗p ;
14: end for
15: choosing random permutation Ψ() and shuffling V =

(V1, V2, ..., VK′) as V′ = (V ′1 , V
′
2 , ..., V

′
K′) using θk;

16: calculating h = H1(aid||B||ts) where ts is the current
timestamp;

17: choosing r ∈ Z∗p and r̂ ∈ [1, N2 ], and generating Com =

gUIDihr and Com′ = ĝUIDi ĥr̂;
18: calculating µ·UIDi+ω·

∏
UID′∈RL UID

′ = 1 and witness
D = ĝµ;

19: auth = (attr′i,C′,V′);
20: choosing random number r̃ ∈ Z∗p , and generating ID =

(ID1 = gr̃, ID2 = gUIDi p̃k
r̃
);

21: generating non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge πauth as shown in Formula 1;

22: choosing a random number δ ∈ Z∗p and calculates ∆ = gδ;
23: Output (aid, σ, auth, ID, πauth,∆);

mittee member, ICMi, downloads authentication identifier
aid and authentication content auth, and executes Algorithm 3
to recover the final authentication result based on the La-
grange interpolation method. In step-3, additional randomness
H2(spk, ts) is introduced into the final authentication result
where ts is the timestamp of the authentication request.
The randomness is to prevent malicious identity committee
members from extracting the hidden authentication policy even
if they collude with malicious users. In step-5, the proof
verifies that ICMi indeed submits correct secret shares that
can be utilized for checking the final authentication result,

πssi ←ZkPoK{(ski) : auxi = gski

∧ {Tik = e(V ′k0, H2(spk||ts))ski}K
′

k=1}.

If T committee members have submitted their votes, the
state of authentication contract changes. The holder can check
the state of on-chain authentication. If State[aid] = 2, the
on-chain authentication passes and the identity holder stores

(aid,∆) as an off-chain authentication token; otherwise, the
authentication fails. If a malicious committee member does not
submit their vote according to the protocol, it can be easily
identified by the identity verifier via checking the state of
function Vote in the authentication contract.

This simple case can be extended to support multiple iden-
tity credentials (Cred1, Cred2, ...) and flexible cross-domain
authentication without any restriction. Namely, the identity
attribute categories do not need to be confined in a small
domain defined by one identity issuer IIi.

In sub-phase-3, an identity holder who passed the on-chain
authentication, can authenticate itself to the identity verifier
off-chain efficiently many times. The identity holder generates
non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge π∆ with
current timestamp ts, and sends (aid,∆, π∆) as an off-chain
authentication request to the identity verifier. The proof can
be generated as:

π∆ ← ZkPoK{(δ) : ∆ = gδ}.

After receiving the request, the identity verifier triggers
function Query to obtain Rst[aid] and TmpCreds[aid]
from the authentication contract. Then, it checks whether
Rst[aid] = True and TmpCreds[aid] = ∆. Also, it checks
the validity of proof π∆. If the proof is valid, it means that
the holder knows secret δ in ∆ stored in the blockchain. If
all equations hold and the proof is valid, the authentication
request is accepted, and the verifier can negotiate a session
symmetric key with the identity holder, and allow the holder
to access its resources according to its permissions defined in
the authentication contract. Moreover, the verifier also records
this off-chain authentication and access attempt by sending
transaction (aid, ts, info) to the contract to trigger function
Record, where info includes the description information of
this access attempts, e.g., what kinds of resources the holder
accesses. Furthermore, the verifier can blacklist short-term
authentication token ∆ anytime if necessary. The verifier
knows the time that the token has been used by querying the
authentication contract.

Algorithm 3 On-chain Authentication Verification

Input: authentication identifier aid, authentication content
auth, and proof πauth;

Output: a voting transaction (aid, i, ssi, πssi , 1) or
(aid, i, null, null, 0);

1: if proof πauth holds then
2: for k = 1 to K ′ do
3: computing Tik = e(V ′k0, H2(spk||ts))ski ;
4: end for
5: generating the secret share ssi = (Ti1, Ti2, ..., TiK′);
6: generating non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of

knowledge πssi ;
7: sending the transaction (aid, i, ssi, πssi , 1) to trigger

function Vote;
8: else
9: sending the transaction (aid, i, null, null, 0) to trigger

function Vote;
10: end if
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Identity Auditing: If an authentication event needs to be
traced, the identity auditor can download encrypted identifier
IDi based on authentication identifier aid by triggering func-
tion Audit in the authentication contract. The auditor decrypts
ID to obtain gUIDi = ID2 · ID−s̃k1 . The identity auditor can
inform identity issuer IIi to match gUIDi with RIDi in its
local database. If RIDi = gUIDi , the identity auditor can
trace the unique identifier to identify the holder and link the
holder’s all authentication events.

Credential Revocation: An identity issuer can revoke
previous issued identity credentials of its users. Note that,
a revocation contract is designed and deployed by identity
committee members in the blockchain platform that contains
all revocation information of identity issuers. The pseudocode
of the revocation contract is shown in Contract 2. The contract
should record different identity issuer’s revocation information
independently considering that each identity issuer can revoke
only their issued credentials. The issuer is allowed to accu-
mulate the revocation information into one accumulated value
such that the computational overhead and the storage cost can
be reduced. In this setting, there may exist malicious identity
issuers that revoke identity credentials not belong to them. To
address such an attack, we allow identity issuer IIi to revoke
only unique identifier UIDi = H(pki||ts||ind). Based on the
collision resistance of the hash function, it is impossible for
malicious identity issuers to launch such an attack.

The revocation contract consists of four functions: Init, Join,
Revoke, and Query. Function Init is triggered by the identity
committee to initialize the parameters used for credential
revocation, including revocation list RL, detailed revocation
information RvkInfo, accumulated revoked value Q, and the
set of registered identity issuers. Functions Join and Revoke
are triggered by the identity issuers to register themselves on
the revocation contract and revoke invalid identity credentials.
Function Query can be triggered publicly by anyone for
downloading the latest revocation list and accumulated value.

Init: Set RL := {} and RvkInfo = {};
Set Q = ĝ and IIs = {};

Join: Upon receiving from IIi()
Assert 0 = IIs.isExist(IIi);
IIs.push(IIi);

Revoke: Upon receiving from IIi(rvkinfo, RL
′)

Assert 1 = IIs.isExist(IIi);
Assert 1 = RL′.isFormat();
Assert ∅ = RL ∩RL′;
RvkInfo.push(IIi, RL

′, rvkinfo);
Q = Q

∏
UID′∈RL′ UID′ ;

RL = RL ∩RL′;
Query: Upon receiving from ()

return (Q,RL);

Contract 2: Pseudocode of the revocation contract

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The simulation-based approach is adopted to capture the
security and privacy notions defined in the adversarial model
[33]. We define an ideal world assuming that a trusted party

T P exists to execute the necessary authorization and authenti-
cation operations, and the real-world is the protocols presented
in the proposed framework. We prove that these protocols
are secure if we can simulate an ideal world that cannot be
distinguished from the real world by the adversaries. In other
words, the adversaries cannot obtain any useful information
from the proposed system, and the system is secure by default.

Consider a static adversary model in which the numbers of
adversaries are fixed during the system setup. We use UHI ,
UHH , UHV , UHC to denote the set of honest identity issuers,
holders, verifiers and committee members, and UAI , UAH ,
UAV , UAC to denote the set of dishonest identity issuers, hold-
ers, verifiers, and committee members. The dishonest parties
are controlled by a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary
(PPT), A. In the real world, different parties communicate
via the cryptographic protocols while in the ideal world
the parties communicate through T P . It is straightforward
to design an ideal functionality Fauth that achieves secure
cross-domain authorization and authentication with the help
of T P . Function Fauth can realize all security and privacy
properties, i.e., anonymity, non-frameability, authenticity, non-
repudiation, and replay-resistance. With the assistance of T P
in the ideal world. A leakage function, L, is defined to
represent the privacy leakage in the ideal world. According to
our setting, the matching result between a holder’s attributes
and an authentication policy list is leaked even if in the
ideal world. In other words, the information that a user is
authenticated successfully or not needs to be leaked to achieve
the functionality of authentication. Also, the security analysis
is performed in a hybrid model where some ideal secure
functions, e.g., zero-knowledge proof, can be invoked in the
real world for easy understanding.

To prove the security of the proposed protocols, a simulator,
S (a.k.a the adversary in the ideal world), is constructed,
which is able to simulate the view of the adversary in the
real world. Note that dishonest parties under the control of A
can deviate from the cryptographic protocols, and our security
analysis is to demonstrate that the view of an adversary is
indistinguishable in the simulation and a real execution of the
proposed protocols.

Claim 1. The proposed framework securely realizes Fauth
in the hybrid model, provided that 1) the PS assumption is
hard; 2) the strong RSA assumption is hard; 3) the Elgamal
encryption is computationally indistinguishable under chosen-
plaintext attack; 4) the Fujisaki-okamoto commitment is com-
putationally binding and statistically hiding; 5) the Pedersen
commitment is computationally binding and statistically hid-
ing; 6) the hash function H is collision-resistant; 7) ZkPoK
is a simulation-sound zero-knowledge proof of knowledge.

The proof is divided into two cases according to the parties
controlled by A. In case 1, identity holders, issuers, verifiers,
and committee members are controlled by A. In case 2,
a proper subset of identity holders, issuers, and committee
members are controlled by A. The first case covers user
anonymity, non-frameability, and replay-resistance properties
while the second case covers confidentiality of authentication
policy, authenticity, and non-repudiation properties. We ignore
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the simulations of system setup and the service entity regis-
tration phases. Most of the operations in these protocols do
not need interactions with other entities and thus will not
leak any private information, except for the distributed key
generation protocol and RSA parameter generation protocol.
As the distributed key generation protocol and RSA param-
eter generation protocol have been proven that they can be
perfectly simulated [36], [37], we omit them here.

Case-1. For PPT adversaryA controlling a subset of identity
holders, issuers, verifiers, and committee members in the real
world, there exists an ideal world simulator, S, that can
simulate the view of A which is indistinguishable from a real
execution of the proposed protocols.

Proof Sketch. In the user registration phase, A controls
identity issuer IIi ∈ UAI , while S simulates as identity holder
IHi to IIi in the real world. If IHi ∈ UHH , after receiving
the registration request from T P in the ideal world, S initiates
a registration request with A and utilizes the zero knowledge
simulator to simulate proof πComi . If S obtains a valid identity
credential from A, it replies “accept” to T P; otherwise, it
replies “reject” to T P .

In the authentication policy generation phase and the on-
chain authentication phase, A controls identity verifier IVi ∈
UAV and identity committee member ICMj ∈ UAC , while S
simulates as identity holder IHi ∈ UHH and ICMj ∈ UHC
to IVW and ICMj ∈ UAC in the real world. In the real
world, proof πB uploaded by A can be extracted, provided
by the simulation extractability property of ZkPoK. If valid
witnesses cannot be constructed from the proof, then S sends
“error” to T P as IVi in the ideal world. After receiving the
on-chain authentication request from an anonymous user in
the ideal world, if T P indicates the user satisfies the authen-
tication policy, S can extract the aggregation of attributes Ξk
for k = 1, 2, ...,K ′ from proof πB , select one authentication
policy Ξ, simulate the authentication request V ′k based on Ξ,
and use the zero-knowledge simulator to simulate proof πauth.
Secret share Tjk of ICMj ∈ UHC can be simulated since
S generates secret key skj , and corresponding proof πTjk

can be simulated by S using the zero-knowledge simulator.
According to the vote of ICMj ∈ UAC controlled by A, S
votes for the authentication request in the ideal world. In the
off-chain authentication phase, after receiving the off-chain
authentication request from an anonymous user in the ideal
world, S can use the zero-knowledge simulator to simulate
proof π∆ if the number of votes is equal to T .

From the analysis, we can see that the simulation between
S and A is perfect. Also, the inputs and outputs of S in the
ideal world are the same as those of A in the real world.

Case-2. For PPT adversaryA controlling a subset of identity
holders, issuers, and committee members in the real world,
there exists an ideal world simulator, S, that can simulate the
view of A which is indistinguishable from a real execution of
the proposed protocols.

Proof Sketch. In the user registration phase, A controls
identity holder IHi ∈ UAH . S simulates as identity issuer
IIi to IHi in the real world. After receiving the registration
request from A in the real world, S can extract (ui, ti) from
proof πComi

. If the extraction fails, S aborts; otherwise, S

sends (i, ai1, ai2, ..., aiKi) to T P . If T P returns “accept”, S
issues a valid identity credential to A following the protocol;
otherwise, it rejects the registration request. S can obtain the
valid credential Credi.

In the on-chain authentication phase, A controls iden-
tity holder IHi ∈ UAH and identity committee member
ICMj ∈ UAC . S simulates as identity verifier IVi ∈ UHV
and ICMj ∈ UHC to IIi and ICMj ∈ UAC in the real
world. Here, S can simulate base B and hidden authentication
policy C in the authentication contract by choosing random
authentication policies. Adversary A cannot distinguish B and
C due to the indistinguishability of the Elgamal ciphertext.
When A submits an authentication request to the contract, S
can extract attributes (ai1, ai2, ..., aiKi

) based on the simu-
lation extractability property of ZkPoK. In the ideal world,
S submits

∑Ki

j=1 aij to T P , and obtains the authentication
result “accept” or “reject”. Based on the authentication result,
S can set ζj =

∏T
i=1,i6=j

i
i−j , and simulate the share of honest

identity committee member ICMi given by

Tik =

(
Tk∏

ICMj∈UAC
(Tjk)ζj

)ζ−1
i

.

By changing Tk in the above equation, S can control the
on-chain authentication output in the real world and make it
indistinguishable from the output of the ideal world, i.e.,

(Tik)ζi ·
∏

ICMj∈UAC

(Tjk)ζj = Tk.

In the off-chain authentication phase, S can extract δ from
the authentication request of A, and submit δ in the ideal
world to T P . According to the result received from T P , S
can respond to A.

From the analysis, we can see that the simulation between
S and A is perfect. Also, the inputs and outputs of S in the
ideal world are the same as those of A in the real world.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
framework in terms of computational cost and communication
overhead. We have developed a prototype and implemented
all the stages and the protocols proposed in the framework
using Java language and the MIRACL library (java) 2. The off-
chain performance is evaluated in a laptop with i5-7300U CPU
2.60GHz and 16GB RAM. We use the Java language because
it can be supported on a consortium blockchain platform,
Hyperledger Fabric, which is the platform used in our on-
chain performance evaluation. We deploy a testnet of the
Hyperledger fabric on the laptop for the on-chain performance
evaluation. In the following, each experimental result is an
average experimental result with 20 trials.

We first present the experiment setting, including the se-
curity and other performance parameters. The security of
our proposed framework is determined by four parameters,
security parameter τ of the bilinear group, security parameter
τ̂ of the RSA group, and two security parameters (τ1, τ2) of

2https://github.com/miracl/core
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TABLE II: Description of experimental parameters

Parameter Description

N number of identity issuers involved
Ki number of identity attributes issued by IIi
K′ number of authentication polices published by IV
T number of required identity committee members
K number of revoked users
l maximum size of the revocation list

zero-knowledge proof. To guarantee the security requirements,
we choose the BN254 pairing-friendly curve to construct our
bilinear group where τ = 254. We set τ̂ = 2048 to guarantee
the security level of the RSA group, and select τ1 = 80
and τ2 = 80 in our experiments. We choose 80 bits to
guarantee that a malicious user may cheat successfully in
the zero-knowledge proof with error probability 2−80, which
is negligible. To get a comprehensive performance analysis,
several performance parameters are chosen in the simulation
as shown in Table II. Moreover, some protocols proposed in
the framework are instantiated using existing instantiations,
e.g., we use the instantiations in [40], [41] to achieve the range
proof and the RSA accumulator proof defined in Formula 1.

A. Off-chain Computational Cost

We evaluate the off-chain computational cost of each entity
in five stages of the proposed framework, except the system
setup stage, in terms of the CPU computational delay. In the
service entity registration stage, each identity issuer needs to
register only once, and the computational cost is dependent
on setting of Ki, and thus Ki varies in our experiment.
According to our experiment results, when the number of
identity attributes reaches 15, it takes less than 250 ms for a
service entity to complete the registration, as shown in Figure 5
(a). In the user registration and credential authorization stage,
both users and identity issuers are involved, and the computa-
tional efficiency is shown in Figure 5 (b). The computational
cost is around 90 ms at the user side and around 30 ms at
the identity issuer side when the number of issued attributes
reaches 15. In the authentication policy generation stage, each
identity verifier needs to generate the authentication policy
list and the hidden authentication policies. The computational
performance is determined by parameter K ′. When K ′ is
large, the identity verifier has to spend more time as shown
in Figure 5 (b). When the number of authentication policies
reaches 50, the computational delay of the identity verifier is
still smaller than 410 ms, which is efficient.

In the on/off-chain authentication stage, there exist three
sub-phases. In sub-phase-1, users only authenticate themselves
to access the blockchain platform. This authentication process
is fast since users do not need to prove anything but the
registration information. The experiment results show that it
takes 90 ms to achieve the pre-authentication protocol in sub-
phase-1 between a user and an identity committee member.
In sub-phase-2, users have to generate authentication requests.
The off-chain computation of the request is influenced by three
parameters: number N of identity issuers involved, number
Ki of identity attributes issued by each identity issuer, and

number K ′ of authentication policies. Among them, N and Ki

can be viewed as the same type of parameters since changing
either of them will have almost the same influence on the
experiment results. Consequently, we set N = 2, 3, 4 and
Ki = 3, 4, 5 to represent a sample of possible cross-domain
authentication situations in the real world, where a user uses N
issuer’s Ki attributes to achieve cross-domain authentication.
We also change parameter K ′ in the experiment to illustrate
how changing the number of authentication policies can affect
the computational efficiency of the user and the committee
member at this stage. In addition, the maximum size of
revocation list l is an important factor that may decrease the
computational efficiency on the user side. Therefore, we set
l = 50 and l = 80 in our experiment to show the difference.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the computational costs of users
and identity committee members increase with the number of
authentication policies. With more than 20 identity attributes
issued from 4 different identity issuers, a user needs around
1.2 seconds to generate an on-chain authentication request,
and the committee member can verify the request in less
than 1.1 seconds. In sub-phase-3, a user can create the off-
chain authentication request in less than 5 ms as shown in
Figure 8, and the computational cost is much lower compared
with existing schemes because most of the operations are
performed in sub-phase-2. In the identity auditing stage, the
computational cost of an identity auditor is low since it
performs only the decryption operations to recover a user’s
unique identifier.

B. On-chain Computation

We have deployed the Hyperledger fabric v2.1 framework to
build a consortium blockchain in the laptop. The framework
consists of two peer nodes belonging to two organizations,
and an ordering node that uses the RAFT consensus protocol
to achieve the consensus between the peer nodes. The smart
contract (also named chain code in the Hyperledger fabric) is
written using Java language. There are two contracts deployed
on the blockchain platform: the authentication contract (A-
Contract) and the revocation contract (R-Contract). Since
there exist many related works on performance of the Hy-
perledger framework, we mainly focus on the performance
of the deployed chaincode, i.e., the performance of triggering
each function in the smart contract and the time waited to
confirm the submitted transactions. The experiment setting is
fixed for the on-chain performance evaluation with N = 2,
Ki = 3, K ′ = 5, l = 50, T = 10. When an identity issuer
submits a revocation request to trigger function Revoke, the
size of the updated revocation list is limited to 100. From the
experimental results shown in Table III, it is observed that
most of the on-chain functions can be triggered in less than
5 seconds, and the delay is caused by the consensus protocol
running on the blockchain.

Communication Overhead: We evaluate the communication
overhead of each entity in different stages. We adopt the
same experimental setting as that in the on-chain performance
evaluation. From the results shown in Table IV, we observe
that the largest communication cost is less than 790 KB.
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Figure 5: Off-chain computational cost of the registration stage and the policy generation stage: (a) service registration with
different Ki; (b) user registration with different Ki; (c) policy generation with different K ′
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Figure 6: Computational cost of users in sub-phase-2 with
different settings
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Figure 7: Computational cost of an identity committee mem-
ber in sub-phase-2 with different settings

TABLE III: Response delay of On-chain transactions

Function Init Auth Vote Query Record Audit

A-Contract 4.8 s 3.4 s 6.5 s 1.7 s 2.5 s 1.9 s

Function Init Join Revoke Query N/A N/A

R-Contract 2.8 s 1.5 s 3.6 s 1.6 s N/A N/A
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Figure 8: Computational cost in sub-phase-3 with different
settings

TABLE IV: Communication overhead

Stages II IH IV ICM IA

Service Registration 54 KB N/A N/A N/A 31 KB
User Authorization 22 KB 13 KB N/A N/A N/A
Policy Generation N/A N/A 580 KB N/A N/A

Authentication N/A 749 KB 42 KB 783 KB N/A
Identity Auditing 25 KB N/A N/A N/A 45 KB

Revocation 54 KB N/A N/A N/A N/A

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a blockchain-assisted cross-
domain authorization and authentication framework for smart
city. The most significant property of the framework is the
authentication transparency, i.e., user authentication events
can be audited publicly without violating privacy regulations.
Moreover, the framework is suitable for resource-limited de-
vices as the off-chain authentication cost is low, independent
of the complexity of the authentication policy. As a generic
solution, the proposed framework can be easily adopted to
many smart city applications to enhance their security and
promote potential collaboration. For the future work, we intend
to explore new approaches to compress the on-chain storage
cost such that the framework can be more efficient when
deploying on a public blockchain.
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